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Funded by the Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development (DFATD), the Tripartite Action for the Protection and Promotion of

the Rights of Migrant Workers in the ASEAN Region (ASEAN TRIANGLE Project: ATP) is a five-year project that aims to promote and protect the

rights of migrant workers. ATP works closely with ASEAN member states, ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN Trade Union Council (ATUC), and ASEAN

Confederation of Employers (AEC). The project promotes both bilateral and regional and tripartite approaches by engaging workers, employers and

governments to make regionalism more effective and support the capacity building of institutions in ASEAN. The main outcomes and activities of the

ATP can be found here.

Please forward this email to interested parties and subscribe here.

Welcome to 2015! A big thank you to all of our constituents for your inputs over the past 2 years. The ATP
would not have come this far without your dedication to migration issues in the ASEAN region. We started 2015
on a positive note, with a successful conference on the Labour Dimensions of Trafficking in Persons in the
ASEAN Region and are delighted to have received some valuable recommendations from our participants.
Among other pressing issues, this year our focus will be on the CLM (V) Capacity Building Work Plan. Based on
the discussions and priorities identified at a sub-regional meeting in late 2014, four priority issues were
set. These are International labour migration data collection, analysis and sharing; Bilateral agreements/MoUs; A
feasibility study on a welfare fund programme; and strengthening the labour attaché programme. We are looking

forward to your continued cooperation and support in working towards  achieving the goals of the ATP.

            - Mr. Manuel G. Imson
Senior Programme Officer/ Project Coordinator
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The Regional Conference on the Labour Dimensions of Trafficking in the ASEAN Region  was held on the 27 – 29th January 2015, Sofitel Plaza
Hotel, Manila, Philippines. This meeting represented the first opportunity for two ASEAN sectoral bodies to meet and discuss issues of labour
migration, forced labour, and trafficking in persons for labour exploitation. The Senior Officials Meeting on Transnational Crime (SOMTC) currently
drives the implementation of the ASEAN Declaration on Transnational Crime, ASEAN Plan of Action to Combat Transnational Crime, and Work
Programme to Implement the ASEAN Plan of Action to Combat Transnational Crime. The ASEAN Declaration on the Protection and Promotion of
the Rights of Migrant Workers (ACMW) work plan recognizes complementarity areas of work of its committee and SOMTC, and calls for
coordination to avoid duplication of efforts.

The conference was hosted by the Department of Justice and Department of Labor and Employment, Republic of the Philippines, with support of
the Australia-Asia Program to Combat Trafficking in Persons, and the International Labour Organization.  

The conference aimed to  enhance  understanding of the labour dimensions of trafficking, migration, and the criminal justice elements of labour
trafficking; enhance cross-sectoral collaboration among the constituent members of SOMTC and ACMW; build capacity among ILO constituents,
the criminal justice sector, the labour ministries, and other key stakeholders to ensure more effective responses to labour exploitation and
trafficking in persons in ASEAN; as well as to develop strategies to address labour migration management and trafficking for labour exploitation and
discussions on future cross-sectoral dialogue on labour trafficking within ASEAN, encompassed in a meeting outcome statement.

The meeting resulted in the adoption of a recommendations document drafted in the spirit of furtherance of cross-sectoral collaboration to address
trafficking in persons for labour exploitation. The recommendations document can be found here.  Please see photos of the event here.

    Three related publications can be downloaded here: 

     ILO Indicators of Forced Labour

     Profits and Poverty: The Economics of Forced Labour

     ILO Protocol to Convention 29 
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A key achievement of the ATP in 2014 was the launch of the International Labour Migration Statistics Database,
the first of its kind in the region. Access to accurate and up-to date data is critical for the formulation and
revision of gender sensitive and evidence-based labour migration policies. The ILMS Database gathers together
a range of statistical sources relating to international migrants and international migrant workers in the ten
ASEAN Member States in order to fill an important knowledge gap. It comes at a critical time for ASEAN as it
reaches a major milestone – the creation of the ASEAN Community in 2015. In order to manage and understand
international labour migration trends more coherently, the ILMS Database collected relevant, comparable and
tractable data, including from a range of previously unpublished sources. The data includes countries' stocks of international migrants and
international migrant workers; the corresponding annual inflows of these; and countries' stocks and outflows of nationals abroad.

 
Event: The role of labour attaches to protect nationals abroad

The appointment of labour attachés or consular officials to major countries of
destination is one important measure for migrant sending countries to ensure the
protection of their migrant workforce. Labour attachés perform a vital role in the
protection of migrant workers and in the development of effective labour
migration policies. For this reason, the ILO has partnered with the Thai Ministry of
Labour to co-organize regular dialogues between the ministry, and labour
attaches and consular officials. The second consultation focused on complaints
mechanisms for migrant workers.

To find out more about the outcomes of this meeting, please see the relevant documents here. See photos of the event here.
 
Event: Why recruitment costs matter
 
Worker-paid migration costs can be high, up to a third of what low-skilled workers will earn in two or three years
abroad. The World Bank-led Global Knowledge Partnership on Migration and Development (KNOMAD) and ILO
are collaborating on a project to collect migration cost data that is comparable across migrant-sending countries.
This initiative complements ILO’s on-going efforts in Asia to improve recruitment services, including the
monitoring of recruitment costs.

To find out more about the outcomes of this recent meeting, please see the relevant documents here. See
photos of the event here.
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National Meetings of Labour Migration Data Focal Points, Lao PDR (18th February), Cambodia (27th February), Indonesia (19th March)

Business response to preventing forced labour of migrant workers, Employers' Regional Workshop – ASEAN Triangle Project, 31 March - April
2015

Second Regional Meeting on the Protection of Migrant Fishers: ASEAN Review of ‘Guidelines on Flag State Inspection of Working and Living
Conditions on Board Fishing Vessels’, 28-29 April 2015, Jakarta, Indonesia

 
Publication: The ASEAN Forum on Migrant Labour (AFML) Background information booklet
 

The ASEAN Forum on Migrant Labour(AFML) is a regional tripartite platform to discuss issues faced by women and men
migrant workers from and within ASEAN. The ASEAN Declaration on the Protection and Promotion of the Rights of
Migrant Workers (Cebu Declaration) was adopted by the ten ASEAN Member States (AMS) in 2007 in Cebu, the
Philippines. The Cebu Declaration demonstrates the AMS’s commitment to protect and promote the rights of migrant
workers in the region. In order to advance the principles of the Cebu Declaration, the AFML was established to provide
an open platform for governments, employers, workers and civil society organizations to discuss complex and regional
labour migration issues. Six AFMLs have been held to date. This publication contains information on the establishment of
the AFML, past themes, and the Recommendations adopted at the 3rd-6th AFMLS showing progress being made
towards the implementation of the Cebu Declaration.

Video: Toward the Implementation of Mutual Recognition of Skills in ASEAN Countries 

The video 'Toward the Implementation of Mutual Recognition of Skills in ASEAN Countries' discusses the mutual recognition
arrangements for professionals under the ASEAN Economic Community Blueprint, and outlines why the recognition of skills
is equally as important.  
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Joint statement by ILO Director-General, Guy Ryder, and United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein, ILO 

How Do You Organize Workers Who Live and Sleep in Their Bosses’ Homes? The Nation 

Indonesia wants to “preserve dignity” by stopping its export of maids, Quartz

Indonesia, Malaysia Promise Greater Protection of Migrant Workers, TheJakartaGlobe

Thai shrimp processor in midst of migrant worker protests blames EMS, loss of GSP, UndercurrentNews
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